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Chapter 1

Introduction

A C&C view documents design decisions and relations between the elements of C&C
model. It is thus a speci�cation that a C&C model should satisfy. We formally de�ne
the satisfaction relation between C&C models and C&C views in Chapter 2.
The veri�cation problem we solve is as follows: Given a C&C model m and a C&C

view view, decide whether m ⊧ view. Moreover, in addition to the Boolean answer,
we are interested in generating informative formal witnesses in the form of views, each
of which will serve as a concrete proof for satisfaction or non-satisfaction and help the
engineer understand the result and its root causes. We give an overview of the witnesses
for veri�cation results in Chapter 3.
Chapter 4 presents our algorithms for checking satisfaction and generating witnesses.
Chapter 5 presents a proof for the correctness and completeness of the veri�cation

algorithm.
Chapter 6 discusses the time complexity of the veri�cation algorithm and the maximal

numbers of witnesses produced.
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Chapter 2

C&C models and C&C views

We give a formal de�nition of the structures of C&C models and their views with well-
formedness rules for valid C&C models and C&C views.

2.1 C&C models

C&C models consist of components at di�erent containment levels, directed, typed, and
named ports, and connectors that connect ports. Component and connector models
consist of components at di�erent containment levels, directed, typed, and named ports,
and connectors that connect ports.

De�nition 2.1 (Component & Connector model). A Component & Connector model
m is a structure m = (Cmps,Ports,PNames,Types,Cons, subs,
ports, dir, type, pname) where

1. Cmps is a set of named components cmp ∈ Cmps, each of which has a set of
ports ports(cmp) ⊆ Ports and a (possibly empty) set of immediate subcomponents
subs(cmp) ⊂ Cmps,

2. Ports is a set of directed input and output ports p ∈ Ports with dir(p) ∈ {IN,OUT}
where each port has a name pname(p) ∈ PNames, a type type(p) ∈ Types, and
belongs to exactly one component ∃!cmp ∈ Cmps ∶ p ∈ ports(cmp),

3. Cons is a set of directed connectors con ∈ Cons, each of which connects two ports
(con.srcPort ∈ ports(con.srcCmp) and con.tgtPort ∈ ports(con.tgtCmp)) of the
same type type(con.srcPort) = type(con.tgtPort), and

4. Types is a �nite set of type names that appear on ports: t ∈ Types⇔ ∃p ∈ Ports ∶
type(p) = t.

Additionally, the following rules for well-formedness apply:

5. ∄c ∈ Cmps ∶ c ∈ subs+(c), where subs+ denotes the transitive closure of subs ∶

Cmps ×Cmps, i.e., no component is its own (transitive) parent,

6. ∀child ∈ Cmps ∶ ∣{parent ∈ Cmps ∣ child ∈ subs(parent)}∣ ≤ 1, i.e., every compo-
nent has at most one direct parent,
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Chapter 2 C&C models and C&C views

7. ∀cmp ∈ Cmps ∶ ∀p1, p2 ∈ ports(cmp) ∶ pname(p1) = pname(p2)⇒ p1 = p2, i.e., port
names are unique within each component, and

8. ∀p ∈ Ports ∶ ∣{con ∈ Cons ∣ con.tgtPort = p}∣ ≤ 1, i.e., every port has at most one
incoming connector, and

9. ∀con ∈ Cons we have exactly one of the four cases

a) con.srcCmp = con.tgtCmp∧dir(con.srcPort) ≠ dir(con.tgtPort), i.e., a com-
ponent forwards input directly as output or feeds back its own output as input,

b) ∃parent ∈ Cmps ∶ con.srcCmp ≠ con.tgtCmp ∈ subs(parent) ∧ dir(con.src-
Port) = OUT ∧ dir(con.tgtPort) = IN , i.e., two sibling components are con-
nected,

c) con.tgtCmp ∈ subs(con.srcCmp)∧dir(con.srcPort) = IN∧dir(con.tgtPort) =
IN , i.e., a component forwards input to an immediate child,

d) con.srcCmp ∈ subs(con.tgtCmp) ∧ dir(con.srcPort) = OUT ∧ dir(con.tgt-
Port) = OUT , i.e., a component forwards output from an immediate child.

△

Without loss of generality, we consider only C&C models with exactly one top com-
ponent, i.e., ∃!cmp ∈ Cmps ∶ ∄parent ∈ Cmps ∶ cmp ∈ subs(parent).

Notation: In case the C&C model m is clear from the context, we use the short
notation p ∈ c.ports for a port p and component c instead of p ∈m.ports(c).

2.2 C&C views

C&C views consist of components at di�erent containment levels, directed, possibly
typed, and possibly named ports, and connectors connecting components or ports.

De�nition 2.2 (Component & Connector view). A Component & Connector view is a
structure view = (Cmps,Ports,PNames,AbsCons, Types, subs,
ports, dir, type, pname, stereotypes) where

1. Cmps is a set of named components cmp ∈ Cmps, each of which has a set of ports
ports(cmp) ⊆ Ports and a set of subcomponents subs(cmp) ⊂ Cmps,

2. Ports is a set of directed input and output ports p ∈ Ports with dir(p) ∈ {IN,OUT}
where each port has a (possibly unknown) name pname(p) ∈ PNames∪{�}, a (pos-
sibly unknown) type type(p) ∈ Types∪{�}1, and belongs to exactly one component
∃!cmp ∈ Cmps ∶ p ∈ ports(cmp),

1We use � to denote unknown names, types, and ports.
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3. AbsCons is a set of directed abstract connectors con ∈ Cons, each of which connects
two components optionally via their ports (con.srcPort ∈ ports(con.srcCmp) ∨
con.srcPort = � and con.tgtPort ∈ ports(con.tgtCmp) ∨ con.tgtPort = �), con-
nected ports have the same or an unknown type (∣{type(con.srcPort), type(con.tgt-
Port)} ∖ {�}∣ ≤ 1), and

4. Types is a �nite set of type names that appear on ports: t ∈ Types⇔ ∃p ∈ Ports ∶
type(p) = t.

Additionally, the following rules for well-formedness apply:

5. ∄c ∈ Cmps ∶ c ∈ subs+(c), where subs+ denotes the transitive closure of subs ∶

Cmps ×Cmps, i.e., no component is its own (transitive) parent,

6. ∀child ∈ Cmps ∶ ∣{parent ∈ Cmps ∣ child ∈ subs(parent)}∣ ≤ 1, i.e., every compo-
nent has at most one direct parent in the view, and

7. ∀cmp ∈ Cmps ∶ ∀p1, p2 ∈ ports(cmp) ∶ � ≠ pname(p1) = pname(p2)⇒ p1 = p2, i.e.,
known port names are unique within each component.

△

Note that in a C&C view, abstract connectors are not restricted to the four cases
of connectors in C&C models as de�ned in De�nition 2.1, Item 9. Rather, they may
connect between any two ports and components in the view. Also, ports may have
multiple incoming connectors in C&C views since these might refer to the same concrete
chain of connectors in a C&C model. We do not restrict C&C views to have exactly one
top component.

Notation: In case the C&C view view is clear from the context, we use the short
notation p ∈ c.ports for a port p ∈ Ports and component c ∈ Cmps instead of p ∈

view.ports(c). In addition, we write view.name and c.name (for c ∈ Cmps) for the
unique names of views and components.
C&C models and C&C views share the same structural elements, i.e., hierarchically

composed components and directed, named, and typed ports. They however di�er in the
amount of required information speci�ed about these elements and in their semantics.

2.3 Semantics: arc ⊧ view

We are now ready to de�ne the semantics of C&C views, speci�cally, when does a C&C
model satisfy a C&C view.
Roughly, a C&C model satis�es a C&C view i� the types, components, and ports

mentioned in the C&C view are contained in the C&C model, the C&C model respects
the subcomponent relation induced by the C&C view, two ports connected by an abstract
connector in the C&C view are connected by a chain of connectors in the C&C model
(respecting direction, names, and types), and all ports of a component in the C&C view
belong to the same component in the C&C model with corresponding name, type and
direction. More formally:
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Chapter 2 C&C models and C&C views

De�nition 2.3 (C&C model ⊧ C&C view). A C&C model m satis�es a C&C view view
i�:

1. view.Types ⊆m.Types,

2. view.Cmps ⊆m.Cmps,

3. ∀cmp1, cmp2 ∈ view.Cmps:
cmp1 ∈ view.subs(cmp2) i� cmp1 ∈m.subs+(cmp2)
(we use + to denote the transitive closure),

4. ∀cmp ∈ view.Cmps:
(a) ∀p ∈ view.ports(cmp) ∃p′ ∈m.ports(cmp) ∶ p ≅ p′ where
(b) p ≅ p′ i�
(b1) view.dir(p) =m.dir(p′) ∧
(b2) view.type(p) ∈ {�,m.type(p′)}∧
(b3) view.pname(p) ∈ {�,m.pname(p′)}, and

5. ∀ac ∈ view.AbsCons ∃c1, ..., cn ∈m.Cons such that
(a) ac.srcCmp = c1.srcCmp ∧ (ac.srcPort ≅ c1.srcPort ∨ ac.srcPort = �) ∧
(b) ac.tgtCmp = cn.tgtCmp ∧ (ac.tgtPort ≅ cn.tgtPort ∨ ac.tgtPort = �) ∧
(c) ∀1 ≤ i < n ∶ ci.tgtPort = ci+1.srcPort.

△

Note that by de�nition the empty view is satis�ed by any C&C model.
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Chapter 3

Witnesses

Our algorithm for checking C&C views satisfaction computes not only a Boolean result
but also witnesses that justify the satisfaction or non-satisfaction of the view by the C&C
model.

3.1 A witness for satisfaction

In case the C&C model satis�es the view, the algorithm outputs a positive answer and
produces a witness: a minimal subset of the C&C model that contains all the components
appearing in the view and their parent components up until their least common parent,
all the C&C model ports corresponding to the ports appearing on all components in the
view, and all C&C model connectors (and chains of connectors) representing abstract
connectors appearing in the view.

3.2 Witnesses for non-satisfaction

In case the C&C model does not satisfy the view, our algorithm outputs a negative answer
and produces a set of witnesses. The witnesses are divided into four classes according to
four reasons of non-satisfaction as follows:

� Missing Component: the view contains a component that does not exist in
the C&C model (MISS_COMP) � the generated witness for each of the missing
components is an empty view annotated with the name of the missing component
(one witness for every missing component);

� Hierarchy Mismatch: the view contains two components that in the C&C
model are in a di�erent containment relation (independent in view but not in-
dependent in the C&C model (HIER_IND_IN_VIEW), not independent in the
view but independent in the C&C model (HIER_IND_IN_CNCM), not indepen-
dent in both the view and the C&C model but in reverse containment relation
(HIER_REV_CONT)) � the generated witnesses consist of the relevant pairs
of components up to their least common parent in the C&C model but without
siblings and without any connectors and ports;

� Interface Mismatch: the view contains a component with a port that does not
exist in the C&C model (no full match of name, type, direction) � the generated
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Chapter 3 Witnesses

witnesses consist of the relevant components in the C&Cmodel (without subcompo-
nents) with the relevant port (in case of type mismatch (PORT_WRONG_TYPE)
or direction mismatch (PORT_WRONG_DIR)) or their complete interface (in
case no matching port was found (PORT_NO_MATCH)) annotated with the port
from the view that has no match; and

� Missing Connection: the view contains an abstract connection that has no corre-
sponding concrete chain of connectors in the C&C model (CONN_NO_MATCH)
� the generated witnesses consist of the relevant pairs of components up to their
least common parent in the C&C model but without siblings and with all compo-
nents reachable by connectors from the source component.

In Section 5 we show that this classi�cation of four reasons for non-satisfaction is
complete, that is, given a C&C model m and a view view, if m /⊧ view then at least one
of the reasons above holds.
Moreover, note that each of the witnesses (for non-satisfaction as well as for satisfac-

tion) is by itself a view (albeit with concrete containment and connectors) that is satis�ed
by the C&C model (indeed this can be checked by the same algorithm). This has two
advantages. First, the engineer does not need to learn a new language in order to under-
stand the witness. Second, the same tools applied to the views, e.g., for presentation or
further analysis, may be applied to the witnesses.
All witnesses have some common properties. First, each contains a single least common

parent component, which is the top of the relevant sub-system (except for the case of a
missing component). Second, each is a view with concrete containment and connectors.
Finally, each witness includes complete port information of name, type, and direction
(although the set of ports shown is not necessarily complete). Interestingly, all witness
(when checked against the same C&C model) are their own witness for satisfaction.
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Chapter 4

C&C views veri�cation algorithm

The input for the algorithm consists of a C&C model and a view. The output is a
Boolean answer, whether the C&C model satis�es the view or not, and a set of one or
more witnesses. The algorithm works by checking for reasons of non-satisfaction of the
view and the C&C model in the four classes described in Section 3.2. The checks are
done independently and the answer that the C&C model satis�es the view is returned i�
no reason for non-satisfaction is found.
We show a pseudo code for the algorithm computing the non-satisfaction reasons for a

C&Cmodelm and a C&C view view in Procedure 1. The algorithm works by checking for
non-satisfaction reasons of each class separately: in Procedure 2 for the non-satisfaction
reason Missing Component, in Procedure 3 for the non-satisfaction reason Hierarchy
Mismatch, in Procedure 4 for the non-satisfaction reason Interface Mismatch, and in
Procedure 5 for the non-satisfaction reason Missing Connection.

Procedure 1 computeNonSatReasons(m,view)

1: de�ne NonSatReasons as set of NonSatisfactionReason
2: add all computeNonSatReasonsMissingComponent(m,view) to NonSatReasons
3: add all computeNonSatReasonsHierarchyMismatch(m,view) to NonSatReasons
4: add all computeNonSatReasonsInterfaceMismatch(m,view) to NonSatReasons
5: add all computeNonSatReasonsMissingConnection(m,view) to NonSatReasons
6: return NonSatReasons

Procedure 2 computeNonSatReasonsMissingComponent(m,view)

1: de�ne NonSatReasons as set of NonSatisfactionReason
2: for all missingCmp ∈ (view.Cmps ∖m.Cmps) do
3: add (MISS_COMP, missingCmp) to NonSatReasons
4: end for

5: return NonSatReasons

The algorithms' pseudo code uses the structures and functions of the de�nitions of
C&C models and views from Section 2.1 and Section 2.2. In our implementation � based
on MontiArc � the operators for membership of components, and types are de�ned by
name (unambiguous in every C&C model and view). The comparison of ports is de�ned
in accordance to De�nition 2.3, Item 4 (b) based on the containing component and port
name. In case the name of a port p is omitted in the view (e.g., Procedure 4 for the non-
satisfaction reason Interface Mismatch, l. 5) the implementation iterates over the ports
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Chapter 4 C&C views veri�cation algorithm

Procedure 3 computeNonSatReasonsHierarchyMismatch(m,view)

1: de�ne NonSatReasons as set of NonSatisfactionReason
2: for all cmp ∈ (view.Cmps ∩m.Cmps) do
3: for all subCmp ∈ (view.subs(cmp) ∩m.Cmps) do
4: if cmp is not parent of subCmp in m then

5: if subCmp is parent of cmp in m then

6: add (HIER_REV_CONT, cmp, subCmp) to NonSatReasons
7: else

8: add (HIER_IND_IN_CNCM, cmp, subCmp) to NonSatReasons
9: end if

10: end if

11: end for

12: for all cmp′ ∈ (view.Cmps ∩m.Cmps ∖ cmp) do
13: if cmp is not parent of cmp′ in view ∧ cmp′ is not parent of cmp in view then

14: if cmp is parent of cmp′ in m then

15: add (HIER_IND_IN_VIEW, cmp, cmp′) to NonSatReasons
16: else if cmp′ is parent of cmp in m then

17: add (HIER_IND_IN_VIEW, cmp′, cmp) to NonSatReasons
18: end if

19: end if

20: end for

21: end for

22: return NonSatReasons

Procedure 4 computeNonSatReasonsInterfaceMismatch(m,view)

1: de�ne NonSatReasons as set of NonSatisfactionReason
2: for all cmp ∈ (view.Cmps ∩m.Cmps) do
3: for all p ∈ view.ports(cmp) do
4: if view.pname(p) = � then
5: if ∄p′ ∈ m.ports(cmp) ∶ view.dir(p) = m.dir(p′) ∧ view.type(p) ∈ {m.type(p′),�}

then

6: add (PORT_NO_MATCH, cmp, p) to NonSatReasons
7: end if

8: else if ∀p′ ∈m.ports(cmp) ∶m.pname(p′) ≠ view.pname(p) then
9: add (PORT_NO_MATCH, cmp, p) to NonSatReasons
10: else

11: de�ne p′ as THE p′ ∈m.ports(cmp) ∶m.pname(p′) = view.pname(p)
12: if view.dir(p) ≠m.dir(p′) then
13: add (PORT_WRONG_DIR, cmp, p) to NonSatReasons
14: end if

15: if view.type(p) ≠ � ∧ view.type(p) ≠m.type(p′) then
16: add (PORT_WRONG_TYPE, cmp, p) to NonSatReasons
17: end if

18: end if

19: end for

20: end for

21: return NonSatReasons
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Chapter 4 C&C views veri�cation algorithm

Procedure 5 computeNonSatReasonsMissingConnection(m,view)

1: de�ne NonSatReasons as set of NonSatisfactionReason
2: for all ac ∈ view.AbsConns with ac.srcCmp, ac.tgtCmp ∈m.Cmps do
3: if ac is cmp-to-cmp ∧ ∄p, p′ with (ac.srcCmp, p) →∗ (ac.tgtCmp, p′) in m then

4: add (CONN_NO_MATCH, ac) to NonSatReasons
5: else if ac is cmp-to-port ∧ ∄p, p′ with ac.tgtPort ≅ p′∧

(ac.srcCmp, p) →∗ (ac.tgtCmp, p′) in m then

6: add (CONN_NO_MATCH, ac) to NonSatReasons
7: else if ac is port-to-cmp ∧ ∄p, p′ with ac.srcPort ≅ p∧

(ac.srcCmp, p) →∗ (ac.tgtCmp, p′) in m then

8: add (CONN_NO_MATCH, ac) to NonSatReasons
9: else if ac is port-to-port ∧ ∄p, p′ with ac.srcPort ≅ p ∧ ac.tgtPort ≅ p′∧

(ac.srcCmp, p) →∗ (ac.tgtCmp, p′) in m then

10: add (CONN_NO_MATCH, ac) to NonSatReasons
11: end if

12: end for

13: return NonSatReasons

p′ of the corresponding component in the C&C model and checks for a match between
ports p and p′ by view.type(p) ∈ {m.type(p′),�} ∧ view.dir(p) =m.dir(p′).
We formally state and prove the correctness and completeness of the algorithms in

Section 5. We discuss the time complexity of the algorithms and the maximal numbers
of witnesses computed in Section 6.
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4.1 Algorithm for generating witnesses for satisfaction

If no non-satisfaction reasons are produced by any of the checks, the C&C model satis�es
the view and the algorithm generates a positive witness as shown in Procedure 6.

Procedure 6 Witness generation for m ⊧ view
1: de�ne witness as V iew
2: de�ne lcpCmp as Component
3: de�ne p′ as Port
4: de�ne chain as chain of Connector
5: lcpCmp← least common parent of view.Cmps in m
6: add lcpCmp to witness
7: for all cmp ∈ view.Cmps do

8: add cmp to witness with intermediate components

9: end for

10: for all ac ∈ view.AbsCons do
11: if ∄chain in witness with chain corresponds to ac then
12: �nd chain in m with chain corresponds to ac
13: add chain to witness with intermediate ports and components

14: end if

15: end for

16: for all cmp ∈ view.Cmps do
17: for all p ∈ cmp.Ports do
18: if ∄p′ in witness with p′ corresponds to p then
19: �nd p′ in m with p′ corresponds to p
20: add p′ to cmp in witness
21: end if

22: end for

23: end for

24: return witness

Witness generation starts with an empty view witness (l. 1) and is populated with
elements from the C&C model m that witness the view view's components and hierar-
chy (ll. 5-9), abstract connectors (ll. 10-15), and ports (ll. 16-23) and additional elements
required by the well-formedness rules of witnesses, e.g., the possible intermediate com-
ponents from the C&C model between two components shown in the view. Component
lcpCmp (l. 5) is the least common parent component in the C&C model that contains
all components shown in the view. All subcomponents added to the witness are directly
contained subcomponents in the C&C model. This also requires adding intermediate
components from the C&C model to the witness (l. 8). All components added to the
witness in the �rst step (ll. 5-9) have empty interfaces, i.e., have no ports.
To generate a small witness for m ⊧ view, before adding a chain of connectors for

an abstract connector or adding a port shown in the view to the witness, the algorithm
checks whether the elements in the witness already provide a matching (ll. 11, 18). If no
match of the view's element exists in the witness, a match in the C&C model is computed
(ll. 12, 19) and added to the witness (ll. 13, 20). Note that this check is a heuristics to
create small witnesses (when possible), in terms of the number of concrete connectors and
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Chapter 4 C&C views veri�cation algorithm

ports in the witnesses, but it does not guarantee that the generated witness is minimal
to this measure.
Our algorithms generate witnesses that are minimal with regard to the number of

components and number of concrete chains of connectors that correspond to the abstract
connectors that appear in the view. However, the generated witnesses may not be mini-
mal with regard to the total number of connectors, i.e., if the C&C model includes several
concrete chains of connectors that satisfy one abstract connector, our algorithm will add
only one of these chains to the witness, but not necessarily the shortest one.
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4.2 Algorithm for generating witnesses for non-satisfaction

For every non-satisfaction reason found when checking the C&C model and view, the
algorithm generates one witness that justi�es non-satisfaction. The witnesses are gener-
ated according to the rules described in Section 3.2. We show the pseudo code for these
algorithms below.
The witness generated for a missing component is the empty witness together with

the natural language description of the non-satisfaction reason (see the �rst algorithm of
Procedure 7).
For all three kinds of hierarchy mismatches HIER_REV_CONT, HIER_IND_IN_-

CNCM, and HIER_IND_IN_VIEW the second algorithm in Procedure 7 computes
the least common parent component of the con�icting components from the view and
adds it to the witness (ll. 3-4). Only the mismatch kind HIER_IND_IN_CNCM, the
component lcpCmp is di�erent from the component cmp. In this case the algorithm then
adds the components cmp and its intermediate components from the C&C model to the
witness (ll. 5-7). The algorithm then adds the component subCmp to the witness that
demonstrates the contradicting containment. The algorithm also adds all intermediate
components that exist in the C&C model between the components lcpCmp and subCmp.
For all three kinds of interface mismatches PORT_NO_MATCH, PORT_WRONG_-

DIR, and PORT_WRONG_TYPE the algorithm in Procedure 7 adds the component
with the interface mismatch to the witness (l. 3). In case there was no match (kind
PORT_NO_MATCH) the algorithm adds all ports from the C&C model to the com-
ponent in the view (ll. 4-7). In all other cases the single port from the C&C model that
con�icts the port from the view is added to the witness.
The algorithm that creates a witness for a missing connection (last algorithm in Proce-

dure 7) adds the source and target components together with their least common parent
in the C&C model to the witness. In case the source port is known the algorithm adds
all chains of connectors leaving the source port to the witness. In case the source port is
unknown all chains of connectors leaving the source component are added. This demon-
strates that there is no chain of connectors ending at the speci�ed port of the target
component (or any port of the target component if the target port is not given by the
abstract connector).
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Procedure 7 Witness generation for m ⊭ view

Missing Components genWitnessMissingCmp(m,view,missingCmp)

1: de�ne witness as V iew
2: add comment descrMissingCmp(m,view,missingCmp) to witness
3: return witness

Hierarchy Mismatch genWitnessHierarchyMismatch(m,view, kind, cmp, subCmp)

1: de�ne witness as V iew
2: add comment descrHierarchyMismatch(m,view, kind, cmp, subCmp) to witness
3: lcpCmp← least common parent of {cmp, subCmp} in m
4: add lcpCmp to witness
5: if lcpCmp ≠ cmp then
6: add cmp to witness with intermediate components

7: end if

8: add subCmp to witness with intermediate components

9: return witness

Interface Mismatch genWitnessInterfaceMismatch(m,view, kind, cmp, port)

1: de�ne witness as V iew
2: add comment descrInterfaceMismatch(m,view, kind, cmp, port) to witness
3: add cmp to witness
4: if kind = PORT_NO_MATCH then

5: for all p ∈ cmp.Ports in m do

6: add p to cmp in witness
7: end for

8: else
9: add port from m to cmp in witness
10: end if

11: return witness

Missing Connection genWitnessMissingConnection(m,view, absConn)

1: de�ne witness as V iew
2: de�ne chain as chain of Connector
3: add comment descrMissingConnection(m,view, absConn) to witness
4: lcpCmp← least common parent of {absConn.srcCmp, absConn.tgtCmp} in m
5: add lcpCmp to witness
6: add absConn.srcCmp to witness
7: add absConn.tgtCmp to witness
8: if ac is port-to-port ∨ port-to-cmp then

9: for all chain in m with chain starts from ac.srcPort do
10: add chain to witness with intermediate ports and components

11: end for

12: else
13: for all p ∈ cmp.Ports in m do

14: if p.direction = IN then

15: for all chain in m with chain starts from p do
16: add chain to witness with intermediate ports and components

17: end for

18: end if

19: end for

20: end if

21: return witness
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Chapter 4 C&C views veri�cation algorithm

4.3 Generating natural language descriptions for

non-satisfaction

To generate natural language descriptions for the reasons for non-satisfaction we use
plain-text templates. The templates use the output of the algorithms presented above
as input.
The natural language text for missing components is generated from the template in

Table 4.1. The inputs for this template are the C&C model m, the C&C view view and
the component missing in the C&C model missingCmp.
The natural language text template for a hierarchy mismatch is shown in Table 4.2.

This template distinguishes the three di�erent kinds of hierarchy mismatches and also
names the two components participating in the mismatch.
The natural language text template for missing connections is shown in Table 4.3. In

this template we also report on the source and target port of the missing connection. Since
port names are optional in C&C views we compute descriptions of the ports (srcPort
and tgtPort) based on their availability in the Assignments section of the template.
Finally, the natural language text template for an interface mismatch is shown in

Table 4.4. We distinguish three cases for port mismatches and generate natural language
text containing the (optional) name and direction of the port from the C&C view that
has no match in the C&C model.

Table 4.1: Template for generating the natural language description for missing
component.

Template name descrMissingCmp

Inputs m, view, the missing component missingCmp

Text The component
zÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐx

missingCmp.name of the view
zÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐx

view.name

is missing in the C&C model
zÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐx

m.name .
zx
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Table 4.2: Template for generating the natural language description for hierarchy
mismatch.

Template name descrHierarchyMismatch

Inputs m, view, the mismatch kind HIER_REV_CONT,
HIER_IND_IN_CNCM, or HIER_IND_IN_VIEW, the
parent component cmp, and the child component subCmp

Text case HIER_REV_CONT:
The component
zÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐx

cmp.name contains the component
zÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐx

subCmp.name in the view
zÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐx

view.name but the latter
zÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐx

contains the former in the C&C model
zÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐx

m.name .
zx

case HIER_IND_IN_CNCM:
The component
zÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐx

cmp.name and the component
zÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐx

subCmp.name are independent in the view
zÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐx

view.name

but not in the C&C model
zÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐx

m.name .
zx

case HIER_IND_IN_VIEW:
The component
zÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐx

cmp.name and the component
zÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐx

subCmp.name are independent in the C&C model
zÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐx

m.name but not in the view
zÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐx

view.name .
zx

Table 4.3: Template for generating the natural language description for missing
connection.

Template name descrMissingConnection

Inputs m, view, and the abstract connector ac

Assignments srcPort← if ac.srcPort = � then "unnamed port"
else "port" +ac.srcPort.name

tgtPort← if ac.tgtPort = � then "unnamed port"
else "port" +ac.tgtPort.name

Text The C&C model
zÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐx

m.name is missing a connection from
zÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐx

the component
zÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐx

ac.srcCmp to the component
zÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐx

ac.tgtCmp

(from
zÐÐÐx

srcPort to
zx

tgtPort).
zx
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Table 4.4: Template for generating the natural language description for interface
mismatch.

Template name descrInterfaceMismatch

Inputs m, view, the mismatch kind PORT_NO_MATCH,
PORT_WRONG_DIR or PORT_WRONG_TYPE, the compo-
nent cmp, and the port p

Assignments pName← if p.name = � then "unnamed port"
else p.name

direction← if p.direction = IN then "incoming"
else "outgoing"

Text case PORT_NO_MATCH:
No match for port
zÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐx

pName of
zx

cmp.name .
zx

case PORT_WRONG_DIR:
Wrong direction for port
zÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐx

pName of
zx

cmp.name

(
zx
direction).

zx

case PORT_WRONG_TYPE:
Wrong type for port
zÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐx

pName of component
zÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐÐx

cmp.name

(
zx
p.type).

zx
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Chapter 5

Correctness and completeness

We show the correctness and completeness of the algorithm in Procedure 1 for determin-
ing whether an C&C model m satis�es a view view and for computing the reasons for
non-satisfaction. Correctness means that whenever the algorithm computes at least one
non-satisfaction reason, indeed m /⊧ view. Completeness means that whenever m /⊧ view,
the algorithm computes at least one reason for non-satisfaction.

Lemma 5.1. The algorithm in Procedure 1 is correct, i.e.,

computeNonSatReasons(m,view) ≠ ∅⇒m /⊧ view.

We show the correctness of Procedure 1 according to Lemma 5.1 with respect to
De�nition 2.3 (de�nition of the satisfaction m ⊧ view). We show that every element
added to the set NonSatReasons in Procedures 2-5 executed by the algorithm is a
reason for non-satisfaction of the C&C model and view. The proof � as the algorithm
� is structured by the four classes of reasons for non-satisfaction and the lines from
Procedures 2-5 that add elements to the set NonSatReasons. Most proof steps work
by assuming satisfaction and then deriving contradictions with well-formedness rules or
properties of the elements identi�ed by the algorithm.

Proof. We show that whenever the algorithm adds an element to the setNonSatReasons,
the C&C model m does indeed not satisfy the view view.

Missing Components (Procedure 2, l. 3) From the existence of componentmissingCmp ∈
(view.Comps ∖m.Comps) it follows that view.Comps /⊆ m.Comps. This contra-
dicts De�nition 2.3, Item 3, thus m /⊧ view.

Hierarchy Mismatch (Procedure 3, ll. 6, 8) According to line 3 component subCmp is
a subcomponent of component cmp in the view: subCmp ∈ view.subs(cmp). As-
sumingm ⊧ view it follows from De�nition 2.3, Item 3 that subCmp ∈m.subs+(cmp).
This contradicts subCmp /∈m.subs+(cmp) from line 4 and the well-formedness rules
of the C&C model from De�nition. 2.1, thus m /⊧ view.

Hierarchy Mismatch (Procedure 3, ll. 15, 17) Component cmp′ is a subcomponent of
component cmp (l. 12): cmp′ ∈ view.subs(cmp). Assuming m ⊧ view it fol-
lows from De�nition 2.3, Item 3 that cmp′ ∈ m.subs+(cmp). This contradicts
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subCmp /∈ m.subs+(cmp) from line 13 and the well-formedness rules of the C&C
model from De�nition. 2.1, thus m /⊧ view.

Interface Mismatch (Procedure 4, l. 6) Assumingm ⊧ view it follows from p ∈ view.ports(cmp)
(l.3) by De�nition 2.3, Item 4 (a) that ∃p′ ∈ m.ports(cmp) ∶ p ≅ p′ which contra-
dicts ∄p′ ∈m.ports(cmp) ∶ view.dir(p) =m.dir(p′)∧view.type(p) ∈ {m.type(p′),�}
(l. 5). Thus, if the algorithm adds an element to NonSatReasons in l. 6 the C&C
model indeed does not satisfy the view.

Interface Mismatch (Procedure 4, l. 9) Assumingm ⊧ view it follows from p ∈ view.ports(cmp)
(l.3) by De�nition 2.3, Item 4 (a) that ∃p′ ∈ m.ports(cmd) ∶ p ≅ p′ and from
view.pname(p) ≠ � (else if of condition in line 4) by De�nition 2.3, Item 4 (b3)
that view.pname(p) =m.pname(p′) which contradicts view.pname(p) ≠m.pname(p′)
(l. 8). Thus, if the algorithm adds an element to NonSatReasons in line 9 the C&C
model indeed does not satisfy the view.

Interface Mismatch (Procedure 4, l. 13) Assumingm ⊧ view it follows from p ∈ view.ports(cmp)
(l.3) by De�nition 2.3, Item 4 (a) that ∃p′ ∈ m.ports(cmd) ∶ p ≅ p′ and from
line 11 by De�nition 2.3, Item 4 (b1) that view.dir(p) = m.dir(p′) which contra-
dicts view.dir(p) ≠ m.dir(p′) (l. 12). Thus, if the algorithm adds an element to
NonSatReasons in line 13 the C&C model indeed does not satisfy the view.

Interface Mismatch (Procedure 4, l. 16) Assumingm ⊧ view it follows from p ∈ view.ports(cmp)
(l.3) by De�nition 2.3, Item 4 (a) that ∃p′ ∈m.ports(cmd) ∶ p ≅ p′ and from line 11
by De�nition 2.3, Item 4 (b2) that view.type(p) ∈ {�,m.type(p′)} which contradicts
view.type(p) ≠ �∧view.type(p) ≠m.type(p′) (l.15). Thus, if the algorithm adds an
element toNonSatReasons in l.16 the C&C model indeed does not satisfy the view.

Missing Connection (Procedure 5, ll. 4, 6, 8, 10) Assuming m ⊧ view, the existence
of a chain of connectors c1, ..., cn ∈m.Cons follows from De�nition 2.3, Item 5.

� The connector c1 starts from the component ac.srcCmp (De�nition 2.3, Items 5 (a))
at the port c1.srcPort that by de�nition of the C&C model belongs to the
component c1.srcCmp = ac.srcCmp (De�nition 2.1, Item 3).

� The connector cn connects to component ac.tgtCmp (De�nition 2.3, Items 5 (b))
via port cn.tgtPort that by de�nition of the C&C model belongs to component
cn.tgtCmp = ac.tgtCmp (De�nition 2.1, Item 3).

The satisfaction of the condition in line 3 with ac.srcPort = � = ac.tgtPort and
p ∶= c1.srcPort and p′ ∶= cn.tgtPort leads to a contradiction of the assumption,
since p and p′ exist in the C&C model. Thus, if the algorithm adds an element to
NonSatReasons in line 4 the C&C model indeed does not satisfy the view.
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The satisfaction of the condition in line 5 with ac.srcPort = � ≠ ac.tgtPort and
p ∶= c1.srcPort and p′ ∶= cn.tgtPort leads to a contradiction of the assumption, since
p and p′ exist in the C&C model and ac.tgtPort ≅ p′ (De�nition 2.3, Items 5 (b)).
Thus, if the algorithm adds an element to NonSatReasons in line 6 the C&C
model indeed does not satisfy the view.

The satisfaction of the condition in line 7 with ac.srcPort ≠ � = ac.tgtPort and
p ∶= c1.srcPort and p′ ∶= cn.tgtPort leads to a contradiction of the assumption, since
p and p′ exist in the C&C model and ac.srcPort ≅ p (De�nition 2.3, Items 5 (a)).
Thus, if the algorithm adds an element to NonSatReasons in line 8 the C&C
model indeed does not satisfy the view.

The satisfaction of the condition in line 9 with ac.srcPort ≠ � ≠ ac.tgtPort and
p ∶= c1.srcPort and p′ ∶= cn.tgtPort leads to a contradiction of the assumption,
since p and p′ exist in the C&C model, ac.srcPort ≅ p (De�nition 2.3, Items 5 (a)),
and ac.tgtPort ≅ p′ (De�nition 2.3, Items 5 (b)). Thus, if the algorithm adds an
element to NonSatReasons in line 10 the C&C model indeed does not satisfy the
view.

Every addition of elements to the initially empty set NonSatReasons means that the
C&C model m does not satisfy the view view and thus:

computeNonSatReasons(m,view) ≠ ∅⇒m /⊧ view.

We now state and prove completeness of the algorithm from Procedure 1: if a C&C
model does not satisfy a view, the algorithm will �nd at least one reason for non-
satisfaction.

Lemma 5.2. The algorithm in Procedure 1 is complete, i.e.,

m /⊧ view⇒ computeNonSatReasons(m,view) ≠ ∅.

Proof. According to De�nition 2.3 m ⊧ view i� all properties of m and view, as stated
in items 1-5, hold. Thus, for m /⊧ view it is enough that one of the properties described
in items 1-5 does not hold. We show for every case of non-satisfaction that the algorithm
identi�es this case and adds at least one element to the set NonSatReasons. The proof
assumes for every required property the negation of the property and shows that a non-
satisfaction reason is generated by the algorithm.

De�nition 2.3, Item 1 Assume view.Types /⊆m.Types:
Since every type missingType ∈ (view.Types∖m.Types) appears on a port in the
view (see De�nition 2.2, Item 4) this implies ∃p ∈ view.Ports such that view.type(p) =
missingType ≠ �. In addition, missingType ∉ m.Types together with De�ni-
tion 2.1, Item 4 implies ∀p′ ∈m.Ports ∶m.type(p′) ≠missingType.
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This case is thus analogous to the item [De�nition 2.3, Item 4] of this proof since
for the port p with view.type(p) = missingType none of the ports p′ ∈ m.Ports
satisfy p ≅ p′. The algorithm adds an element to NonSatReasons in Procedure 4.

De�nition 2.3, Item 2 Assume view.Cmps /⊆m.Cmps:
This implies the existence of at least one component missingCmp ∈ (view.Cmps∖
m.Cmps). The condition in Procedure 2, line 2 is satis�ed. The algorithm will
add an element to NonSatReasons in line 3.

De�nition 2.3, Item 3 Assume ∃cmp1, cmp2 ∈ view.Cmps with cmp1 ∈ view.subs(cmp2)
and cmp1 ∉m.subs+(cmp2):

� In case cmp1 or cmp2 /∈ m.Cmps the algorithm will add an element to Non-
SatReasons for the missing component as in the item [De�nition 2.3, Item 2].

� For cmp1, cmp2 ∈m.Cmps the nested loops in Procedure 3 in line 2 and line 3
will be entered with cmp ∶= cmp2 satisfying cmp ∈ view.Cmps∩m.Cmps (l. 2)
and subCmp ∶= cmp1 satisfying subCmp ∈ view.subs(cmp) (l. 3).

The condition in line 4 is exactly the assumption cmp1 ∉m.subs+(cmp2) and
thus the algorithm adds an element to NonSatReasons in either line 6 or
line 8.

De�nition 2.3, Item 4 Assume ∃cmp′ ∈ view.Cmps ∃p1 ∈ view.ports(cmp′)
∀p2 ∈m.ports(cmp′) ∶ p1 /≅ p2:

� For cmp′ ∉m.Cmps see item [De�nition 2.3, Item 2].

� Otherwise the algorithm will enter the nested loops in Procedure 4 in line 2
and line 3 with cmp ∶= cmp′ and p ∶= p1.

In case p1.name = � the assumption implies that either m.ports(cmp′) = ∅

or that with De�nition 2.3, Item 4 (b) of ≅ unfolded ∀p2 ∈ m.ports(cmp′) ∶
view.dir(p) ≠ m.dir(p′) ∨ view.type(p) /∈ {m.type(p′),�}. In both cases the
condition in line 5 is satis�ed and the algorithm adds a reason for non-
satisfaction to the set NonSatReasons in line 6.

In case p1.name ≠ � the assumption implies that either m.ports(cmp′) = ∅

or that for all ports p2 ∈ m.ports(cmp) at least one of the conditions from
De�nition 2.3, Item 4 (b1)-(b3) of p1 ≅ p2 is violated.

� In case of m.ports(cmp′) = ∅ the condition in line 8 is satis�ed and the
algorithm adds a reason for non-satisfaction to the set NonSatReasons
in line 9.

� Otherwise we have left two cases of possible violations for p1 ≅ p2 for all
ports p2 ∈ m.ports(cmp). In case view.pname(p1) ∈ {�,m.pname(p2)}
(De�nition 2.3, Item 4 (b3)) and p1.name ≠ � (see above) we obtain
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∀p2 ∈ m.ports(cmp′) ∶ m.pname(p2) ≠ view.pname(p1) which satis�es
the condition in line 8 with cmp = cmp′ and p = p1. The algorithm
adds a reason for non-satisfaction to the set NonSatReasons in line 9.
In all other cases there is a unique port p2 ∈ cmp.ports(cmp′) with
m.pname(p2) = view.pname(p1). The algorithm assigns this port to the
variable p′ in line 11.

In case De�nition 2.3, Item 4 (b1) is not satis�ed, the condition in line 12
is met and the algorithm adds a reason for non-satisfaction to the set
NonSatReasons in line 13.

In case De�nition 2.3, Item 4 (b2) is not satis�ed, the condition in line 15
is met and the algorithm adds a reason for non-satisfaction to the set
NonSatReasons in line 16.

De�nition 2.3, Item 5 (a) Assume ∃ac ∈ view.AbsCons ∀c1, ..., cn ∈m.Cons ∶
¬(ac.srcCmp = c1.srcCmp) ∨
¬(ac.srcPort ≅ c1.srcPort ∨ ac.srcPort = �):

� The case ¬(ac.srcCmp = c1.srcCmp) means that there is no connector in the
C&C model starting from component ac.srcCmp. Thus no chain of connectors
can exist and any condition in Procedure 5, lines 3-9 evaluates to true. The
algorithm will add an element to the set NonSatReasons.

� The case ¬(ac.srcPort ≅ c1.srcPort ∨ ac.srcPort = �) implies that port
ac.srcPort ≠ � is known but there exists no connector in the C&C model
starting from a port that is equivalent to ac.srcPort and that is a port of
the component ac.srcCmp. Thus no chain of connectors can exist and the
two conditions in Procedure 5 in line 7 and in line 9 evaluate to true. The
algorithm will add an element to the set NonSatReasons.

De�nition 2.3, Item 5 (b) Assume ∃ac ∈ view.AbsCons ∀c1, ..., cn ∈m.Cons ∶
¬(ac.tgtCmp = cn.tgtCmp) ∨
¬(ac.tgtPort ≅ c1.tgtPort ∨ ac.tgtPort = �):

� The case ¬(ac.tgtCmp = cn.tgtCmp) means that there is no connector con-
necting to component ac.tgtCmp thus no chain of connectors can exist and
any condition in Procedure 5 in lines 3-9 evaluates to true. The algorithm will
add an element to the set NonSatReasons.

� The case ¬(ac.tgtPort ≅ c1.tgtPort ∨ ac.tgtPort = �) implies that the port
ac.tgtPort ≠ � is known in the C&C view but there exists no connector in the
C&C model connecting to a port equivalent to port ac.tgtPort that is a port
of the component ac.tgtCmp. Thus no chain of connectors can exist and any
conditions in Procedure 5 in lines 5 and 9 evaluate to true. The algorithm
will add an element to the set NonSatReasons.
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De�nition 2.3, Item 5 (c) Assume ∃ac ∈ view.AbsCons ∀c1, ..., cn ∈m.Cons ∶
¬(∀1 ≤ i < n ∶ ci.tgtPort = ci+1.srcPort):

The assumption ¬(∀1 ≤ i < n ∶ ci.tgtPort = ci+1.srcPort) for all possible chains
c1, ..., cn is equivalent to ∃1 ≤ i < n ∶ ci.tgtPort ≠ ci+1.srcPort. Thus, no con-
nected chain of connectors exists in the C&C model and any condition from Pro-
cedure 5 in lines 3-9 evaluates to true. The algorithm will add an element to the
set NonSatReasons.

Every violation of De�nition 2.3 m ⊧ view results in the algorithm in adding at least
one element to the set NonSatReasons of reasons for non-satisfaction and thus:

m /⊧ view⇒ computeNonSatReasons(m,view) ≠ ∅.
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Time Complexity

We now examine the algorithm in Procedures 2-5, the time complexity and the maximal
number of reasons for non-satisfaction it computes.

Time complexity

The time complexity of the algorithm in Procedure 1 depends on the size of the two input
structures m and view. It depends on the number of components in the C&C model
#m.Cmps, its number of ports #m.Ports and its number of connectors #m.Cons. It
also depends on the number of components in the view #view.Cmps, its number of ports
#view.Ports and its number of abstract connectors #m.AbsCons.
We examine the time complexity for each part of Procedure 1 separately. These results

describe the complexity of our algorithm and thus only give an upper bound to the
complexity of the satisfaction problem for C&C views.
For Missing Component, the computation time is linear in #view.Cmps (we consider

the look up c ∈m.Cmps to take constant time).
For Hierarchy Mismatch, the check of c1 is parent of c2 requires at most enumerating

all the sub components of c1. The time complexity of our current naive implementation
of checking c1 is parent of c2 in m is in O(#m.Cmps2), thus the time complexity of
the Hierarchy Mismatch part of the algorithm is in O(#view.Cmps2 ⋅#m.Cmps2). This
time complexity could be reduced to O(#m.Cmps2 + #view.Cmps2) by employing a
pre-processing step of the subs relation that will allow one to determine c1 is parent of
c2 in m in constant time.

Non-Satisfaction Check Time Complexity

Missing Component O(#view.Cmps)

Hierarchy Mismatch O(#view.Cmps2 ⋅#m.Cmps2)

Interface Mismatch O(#view.Ports)

Missing Connection O(#view.AbsCons ⋅#m.Ports ⋅#m.Cons)

Table 6.1: Time complexities for the checks for non-satisfaction reasons of the algorithm
shown in Procedures 2-5. The inputs are a C&C model m and a C&C view
view. These are the time complexities of our implementation and thus only
upper bounds (see Section 6).
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For Interface Mismatch, the check and computation is linear in #view.Ports.
For Missing Connection, the computation of reasons for non-satisfaction requires, in

the worst case, for all abstract connectors to look at all possible source ports in the
C&C model and all outgoing chains of connectors. The time complexity is thus in
O(#view.AbsCons ⋅#m.Ports ⋅#m.Cons).

Maximal number of reasons for non-satisfaction

For every class of reasons for non-satisfaction the algorithm in Procedure 1 adds a
bounded number of elements to NonSatReasons. For Missing Component, the algo-
rithm adds at most#view.Cmps elements toNonSatReasons. For Hierarchy Mismatch,
every pair of components from the view can only be in one of the four containment
relations from l.5, l.7, l.14, l.16. Thus at most #view.Cmps2 elements are added to
NonSatReasons. For Interface Mismatch, the algorithm adds at most 2 ⋅#view.Ports
elements to NonSatReaons in case all ports in the view have wrong type and direc-
tion. For Missing Connection, the algorithm adds at most #view.AbsCons elements to
NonSatReasons because the four cases it considers are disjoint.
Note that these upper bounds are not independent. For example, if the algorithm

computes #view.Cmps reasons of non-satisfaction because of missing components no
further reasons for non-satisfaction will be found.
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